
 

 

What are the impacts of mobile phones on society? 

A study on the environmental, social and health impacts of mobile phones along their entire life cycle, 

from materials sourcing to end-of-life and recycling. 

Student work by Yaroslav Kroutchinin and Louise-Anne Baudrier (Sciences Po Paris, Clinique du droit, 

2019). Translated from French into English by Gerard Bennet. 
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Context and evolution 

 

1. Design takes place mostly in the United States 

2. Mining and processing of raw materials takes place in SE Asia, Australia, central Africa and South America 

3. Main components are manufactured in Asia, United States and Europe 

4. Assembly is carried out in SE Asia 

Distribution to the rest of the world mostly by plane 
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 In brief, a mobile phone consists of the following main parts (and related minerals): 

• A shell (plastic composition) 

• A screen (europium, yttrium, terbium, gallium etc.) 

• A battery (lithium, cobalt, gold and fluorinated electrolyte) 

• A circuit board (precious metals, rare earth metals, plastic and fiberglass) 

Sales of mobile phones have increased constantly since 2007. In addition to the ever-increasing number 

of units sold, manufacturers have tended to constantly increase the size of screens, the quality and 

precision of the camera, and the number of phone’s functions. As a result, new generations of mobile 

phones are generating more significant negative effects, especially at the manufacturing stage. Gathering 

information on these concrete effects along the entire life cycle of mobile phones, from raw materials 

sourcing to consumption is a very complex process. The complexity of the equipment makes it difficult to 

separate out its different components and related impacts. Moreover, accessing information on the latter 

depends on the willingness of manufacturers to reveal details on their subcontractors. Such information 

is often protected by commercial confidentiality (Bolis, 2016).  

The association Friends of the Earth France (Les Amis de la Terre) points out that the characteristics of 

the electronics sector constitute the biggest obstacles to concrete action and improvements in terms of 

protection of the environment and social justice. The intense competition between main brands and 

manufacturers leads to a race to the bottom in environmental and social conditions. Actors are engaged 

in a permanent decrease in the cost of production to stay in the "race". It is therefore difficult to encourage 

any individual company to change its practices.  

On top of that, the sector is quite concentrated because of the high barriers to entry into the smartphone 

market (in particular R&D costs) which contributed to the constitution of an oligopoly. This market form, 

different from competition and monopoly, is characterized by the domination of a small number of large 

actors.  The leading companies (Apple, Samsung, Motorola, Sony, Microsoft, Huawei, Xiaomi) are well 
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established and, given their market power, have little interest in changing their practices. Their aggressive 

marketing strategies enabled them to develop a captive clientele of consumers. Nurtured by this situation 

of oligopoly, these multinationals are mostly reluctant to publicize information on the social and 

environmental conditions along their supply chains and their high financial capacities produce an 

asymmetrical balance of power with NGOs and civil society groups.  

Upstream in the chain, the processing sector is vertically fragmented (because of outsourcing): on the 

one hand, the providers are difficult to identify and thus to challenge and, on the other hand, the high 

pace of technological innovations prevents from fully understanding the complexity of components and 

their related effects on society. 

• Jardim, Elizabeth, From Smart to senseless: The Global Impact of 10 Years of Smartphones, 

Greenpeace, 2017. 

• France Nature Environnement [French federation of associations for the protection of nature 

and the environment], Un téléphone pas si smart pour l’environnement[Not such a ‘smart’ phone 

for the environment], 2017  

• Bolis, Angela. "Le Sulfureux Parcours Du Téléphone Portable, Des Mines Aux Filières 

Clandestines De Déchets.” [The nefarious journey of the mobile phone, from mines to secret 

waste disposal networks.] Le Monde. Octobre 01, 2016. 

 

Structure of raw materials extraction 
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Mobile phones are made from plastic, glass as well as multiple scarce resource materials, including rare 

earth metals, precious metals and ores. Numerous NGOs, including Friends of the Earth, Global Witness, 

Amnesty, and Ingénieurs Sans Frontières Systext [Engineers Without Borders Extractive Systems] 

among others, have condemned in particular the use of conflict minerals (tantalum, tin, gold and tungsten) 

leading to human rights violation. These come mostly from “artisanal” mines in areas controlled by rebel 

groups which stand outside the sphere of regulation of governments.  Many such areas of conflict or high 

risk are situated in the DRC (Democratic Republic of Congo) and contribute to its instability. Beyond 

conflict minerals, cobalt should also be included (though not officially classified as a conflict mineral) as 

it is also mined in catastrophic social and environmental conditions. 

These different minerals are at the centre of international concern, especially because they constitute the 

main source of financing for numerous armed and rebel groups.  According to Amnesty International, 

they are the main actual causes of conflicts in mining regions and contribute to their perpetration and 

extension at the regional/sub-continental level. Several international organisations also condemn the 

corruption they generate, underlining the necessity for regulating more strictly the trade of these minerals.    

• Blandin, Marie-Christine, Quantités de matières rares utilisées pour la fabrication mondiale de 

Smartphones en 2013 [Quantities of rare materials used in global production of smartphones in 

2013], Rapport d'information n° 850, 27 September 2016, Sénat. 

• Oxfam, France. Congo. Stop à L’exploitation Inéquitable Du Coltan 20 Mars 2008. 

• Fairtrade Max Havelaar France, Comment Le Fairphone 2 Devient plus équitable ?[How the 

Fairphone 2 became more ‘fairtrade’], 26 February 2016.  

• UNICEF, Factsheet: enfants dans les mines, December 2014 . 

• Kaiman, Jonathan, Rare earth mining in China: the bleak social and environmental costs. The 
Guardian. March 20 2014.  
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Environmental impacts 

 

 

Figure 6. The DRC produces more than half the global output of cobalt 
Source: Glencore 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Diagram illustrating percentages of groups of metals in a mobile phone that derive from recycling (in green) 
and corresponding amounts that are from raw materials (in red). The diagram shows five groups with percentages for 

recycling: 1. Where less than 1% is recycled; 2. Between 1% and 10%; 3. Between 10% and 25%; 4. Between 25% and 
50%; and 5. More than 50% 

Source : Friends of the Earth France, lesdessousdelatech.com 

 

 

Mining of rare earth metals generates heavy environmental impacts (UNEP, 2016). It leads to the 

exhaustion of non-renewable resources but also to the progressive destruction of ecosystems (forests, 

fauna...). In addition, such mining exploitation contributes to the pollution of air, soil and water.  

For example, UNESCO has condemned the use of neodymium and copper in mobile phone magnets: its 

mining demands considerable water use and neodymium production generates radioactive waste. This 

can lead to a serious deterioration of the water table and of nearby land.  
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In Chile, the mining of lithium, sometimes considered as « the new white gold » critically endangers water 

resources in one of the most arid areas of the world (Les dessous de la High-Tech, 2019).  In Indonesia, 

it is tin mining that is leading to accelerated environmental degradation (forests, rivers, corals); and in 

China, the majority of world’s rare earth metal production takes place, because of its significant 

underground resources and less rigorous environmental and social standards (Les dessous de la High-

Tech 2019). 

• Baldé, Cornelius Peter, Feng Wang, Ruediger Kuehr, and Jaco Huisman. The Global E-waste 
Monitor - 2014. Report. Institute for the Advanced Study of Sustainability, UN University, 2015. 

• UNEP [United Nations Environment Programme], Global Material Flows and Resource 
Productivity. An Assessment Study of the UNEP International Resource Panel. H. Schandl, M. 
Fischer-Kowalski, J. West, S. Giljum, M. Dittrich, N. Eisenmenger, A. Geschke, M. Lieber, H. P. 
Wieland, A. Schaffartzik, F. Krausmann, S. Gierlinger, K. Hosking, M. Lenzen, H. Tanikawa, A. 
Miatto, and T. Fishman. Paris, United Nations Environment Programme, 2016.  

• Amnesty International Democratic Republic of Congo: "This is what we die for “: Human rights 
abuses in the Democratic Republic of the Congo power the global trade in Cobalt. Report. AFR 
62/3183/2016. London, 2015. 

• Les dessous de la High-Tech, Plus de 40 métaux dans un smartphone. [More than 40 metals in 
a  smartphone] http://dessousdelahightech.org/produire/plus-de-40-metaux-dans-un-
smartphone/ Accessed 06/03/2019 

 
 

Social impacts 

 

 

 

 

 

The ores required for mobile phone production are often mined in working conditions that are extremely 
dangerous for workers. Amnesty International has published reports condemning numerous cases of 
forced labour and child labour, as well as repeated cases of discrimination in ore-mining areas.  

Wage levels are insufficient for workers to cover their basic needs, participate fully in society and live with 
dignity. Physical insecurity is widespread along with financial precariousness, safety standards are often 
disregarded, and numerous lethal accidents are recorded (there are several hundred fatal injuries per 
year in the DRC alone according to Amnesty International in 2015).  

http://dessousdelahightech.org/produire/plus-de-40-metaux-dans-un-smartphone/
http://dessousdelahightech.org/produire/plus-de-40-metaux-dans-un-smartphone/
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Overall, ore mining creates profound changes in the structure of the society. The people involved are 
traditionally nomads who have become sedentary. This leads to disorientation and negative 
developments such as alcoholism and prostitution.  

• Amnesty International Democratic Republic of Congo: "This is what we die for “: Human rights abuses 

in the Democratic Republic of the Congo power the global trade in Cobalt. Report. AFR 62/3183/2016. 

London, 2015. 

• Debelleix, Emmanuelle, "Congo. Trésors En Sous-sol" [Congo: Underground treasure]Terra 

Economica - Du Sang Sur Nos Portables [Terra Economica - Blood on our mobile phones], 2006. 

• Global Witness, Exploitation De Nos Minerais [Mining our ores], 1 December 2015.  

• Piantone, Patrice, and Anne-Sophie Serrand Audion. Panorama 2011 Du Marché Du Tantale 

[Overview of the tantalum market in 2011]. Report no. RP-61343-FR. Géosciences Pour Une Terre 

Durable, BRGM (French Office of Geological and Mining Resources). 2012. 

 

Health impacts 

 

 

Mining for coltan, DRC
 

Besides poor social conditions, safety conditions and hygiene are likewise inadequate. NGOs such as 

Oxfam and Amnesty International have condemned frequent violations of safety and hygiene standards. 

For example, access to water and to health services is limited. Also, most workers do not have any 

protective equipment. This is for example the case in Peru and Bolivia where miners suffer from serious 

respiratory diseases and where water resources for local inhabitants are polluted. In northern China, in 

the site of Baotou, inner Mongolia, factories use a lake of almost 10km2 to dump water contaminated by 

chemical products used in the process of iron and neodymium extraction, affecting surrounding cultivation 

areas and herds. Farm workers have left due to the dangers caused to their health and their livestock.  

This unsafe environment often has serious consequences on the health of local people. Some NGOs 

have exposed frequent cases of asthma, of contact dermatitis, and of cancer (CAPCM).  
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• Boudot, Martin. "Cash Investigation. Sur L'industrie Du Portable : Apple, Samsung...  Ils Sont Tous 

Mouillés.” [Cash investigation into the mobile business: Apple, Samsung etc.: They are all 

implicated] L'OBS, 4 November 2014. 

• Anfray, Charlotte. "Un Lac Devenu Toxique à Cause Des Smartphones.” [A lake made toxic due to 

smartphones] Paris Match, 23 May, 2016.  

• CDC, Center for Disease Control, Workplace Safety & Health Topics: Cobalt, 9 October 2015. 

• Bontron, Cécile “En Chine, les terres rares tuent des villages” [Rare earth metals are killing villages 

in China]. Le Monde, 20 juillet 2012. 

 

Structure of mobile phone processing and assembly  

 
Figure 11. Demonstration.  

Source : Nicky Lisa Cole, 2016 

 
Figure 12. Violations present in Half or More Cases Over 14 Years. 

Source : Nicky Lisa Cole, 2016 
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Between the mining of minerals and their use in phone components, other less obvious actors play a 

central role in the production chain. We focus on two such stages in the chains which are related to 

significant working condition issues (Geerts, 2011):  

• Transport in mining areas. This activity employs workers who often work illegally, without a licence 

and without paying registration fees. This activity captures approximately 75 million dollars of the 

180 million obtained by armed groups from the mining of ores. (Geerts, 2011).  

• Refiners who transform the ores into metal by smelting or alloying, before they are sold on to sub-

contractors. Since ores from all over the world are mixed at this stage of the chain, if often makes 

metal traceability impossible.  

The following section focuses on the manufacturing stage, in particular on the workers who assemble 

mobile phones.  They represent up to 94% of the workers involved in the mobile phones’ production chain 

(ITUC, 2016 p.4). The factories they work in are often based in Asia, while the economic value is 

concentrated in the USA and Europe, often tied to patents and shareholding.   

• SACOM, “New iPhone, Old Abuses: Have Working Conditions at Foxconn in China Improved?” 

Report. Students & Scholars against Corporate Misbehaviour, Hong-Kong, 2012. 

• Cole, Nicki Lisa. "Derrière L’iPhone D’Apple : Quatorze Années De Violation Des Droits Des 

Travailleurs En Chine.” [The underside of the Apple iPhone: 14 years of worker rights violation in 

China]. Basta! (blog), 9 September 2016. 

• Cole, Nicki Lisa. "iPhone or iExploit? Rampant Labor Violations in Apple’s Supply Chain." Truthout 

(blog), 25 August 2016. 

• Geerts, Alain. "De La Mine Au GSM, Les Six étapes édifiantes Du Coltan.” [From the mine to GSM: 

the six salutary stages of coltran] Santé Environnement [Environmental health](blog), 10 February 

2011.  

• ITUC, CS GB. Samsung - Modern Tech, Medieval Conditions, ITUC End Corporate Greed 

Campaign 2016. Report no. D/2016/11.962/26. International Trade Union Confederation et 

IndustriAll Global Union. Sharan Burrow, General Secretary, End Corporate GREED, 2016. 

• China Labour Bulletin, Foxconn workers are the latest victims of Shenzhen’s gentrification, 31 July 

2018. 

• China Labor Watch, An Investigative Report on HEG Technology: A Samsung and Xiaomi Supplier 

Factory, 3 August 2018. 
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Social impacts 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

In assembly factories, human rights violations are mainly linked to bad working conditions (SACOM, 

2012). The wage paid most often does not satisfy the basic needs of workers and their families. In 

addition, deductions are frequently taken from their salary when mistakes are made or when their 

productivity is considered insufficient. Also, cases of forced labour are regularly documented. Women 

and children are particularly vulnerable to these treatments. NGOs also emphasise that salary 

progression is limited. Finally, the limited social insurance system does not allow workers to benefit from 

retirement contributions or any social security benefits.  

 

• French Energy and Environment Management Agency (ADEME). Les Impacts Du Smartphone : 

Un Téléphone Pas Si "smart" Pour L'environnement.[The impacts of the smartphone: not such a 

‘smart’ phone for the environment] France Nature Environnement [French federation of 

associations for the protection of nature and the environment] France, 2018. 

• SACOM, “New iPhone, Old Abuses: Have Working Conditions at Foxconn in China Improved?” 

Report. Students & Scholars against Corporate Misbehaviour, Hong-Kong, 2012. 

• L’Express, "Foxconn Remplace 60 000 Ouvriers Par Des Robots, En Chine."[In China, Foxconn 

replaces 60,000 workers with robots] L'expansion (blog),  27 May 2016.  

• ITUC, CS GB. Samsung - Modern Tech, Medieval Conditions, ITUC End Corporate Greed 

Campaign 2016. Report no. D/2016/11.962/26. International Trade Union Confederation and 

IdIndustriAll Global Union. Sharan Burrow, General Secretary, End Corporate GREED, 2016. 
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Environmental impacts 

➔ 

➔ 

As mentioned above, the electronic components used in smartphone manufacturing demand particularly 

« rare » metals. Produced in small quantities since 1970s, rare metals have a pivotal importance in 

modern industrial sectors (electronic, renewable energies, …). The consequences of their extraction are 

mainly observed in « developing » countries or regions. According to a report by France Nature 

Environnement (FNE) and Agence de l’Environnement et de la maitrise de l’Energie (ADEME), rare 

metals extraction destroys ecosystems, pollute the soil, water and air. A good illustration is the site of 

Baotou in China, where rare earths exploitation has drawn attention in particular because surrounding 

firms specialized in rare earths processing use an artificial lake to dump radioactive waste. This makes 

surrounding agricultural land uncultivated and groundwater table polluted. 

Report also highlight that, at the assembling stage of electronic components, environmental impact is 

mainly owed to energy use in materials transport. Moreover, they point to the fact that environmental 

impacts increase with the size of screens (which have become more and more trendy). Likewise, 

increasing the quality and precision of the camera, and the phone’s functions contribute to increasing 

environmental impacts of smartphones. 

• ADEME (Agence De L'Environnement Et De La Maîtrise De L'Energie) Les Impacts Du 

Smartphone : Un Téléphone Pas Si "smart" Pour L'environnement. France Nature 

Environnement. France, 2018. 

• Bontron, Cécile “En Chine, les terres rares tuent des villages” Le Monde, 20 juillet 2012: 

https://www.lemonde.fr/asie-pacifique/article/2012/07/19/en-chine-les-terres-rares-tuent-des-

villages_1735857_3216.html. Consulté le 24/06 à 15:50 

 

Health impacts 

 

 

https://www.lemonde.fr/asie-pacifique/article/2012/07/19/en-chine-les-terres-rares-tuent-des-villages_1735857_3216.html
https://www.lemonde.fr/asie-pacifique/article/2012/07/19/en-chine-les-terres-rares-tuent-des-villages_1735857_3216.html
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The International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) and Industry All have condemned the impact of bad 

working conditions on workers’ health in assembly lines (ITUC, 2016). While handling chemicals, workers 

often inhale toxic gases, and as a result, a number of them contract pulmonary diseases and there are 

frequent cases of cancer.  In addition, poor ventilation leads to raised temperature, which, combined with 

the noise of machinery, increases the risk of deafness. Despite such dangers, workers are rarely trained, 

and not incentivized to take precautions. An aggravating factor, social welfare compensations do not 

adequately cover accidents at work. 

• Ferus-Comelo, Anibel, and Päivi Pöyhönen. PHONY EQUALITY : Labour Standards of Mobile Phone 

Manufacturers in India. Report. FinWatch, CiviDep & Centre for Research on Multinational 

Corporations (SOMO). JUSTAR.nl and Petri Clusius/Amfi Bi Ky, 2011. 

• Nordbrand, Sara, and Esther De Haan. Mobile Phone Production in China – a Follow-up Report on 

Two Suppliers in Guangdong. Report no. 978-90-71284-47-2. Centre for Research on Multinational 

Corporations (SOMO) & SwedWatch, 2009.  

• Schipper, Irene. TCO Certified Smartphones versus Fairphone: A Comparison of Sustainability 

Criteria. Report. Centre for Research on Multinational Corporations (SOMO). GoodElectronics 

Network, 2015. 

• Van Huijstee, Mariëtte, Esther De Haan, Paivi Poyhonen, Cornelia Heydenreich, and Christopher 

Riddselius. Fair Phones: It’s Your Call: How European Mobile Network Operators Can Improve 

Responsibility for Their Supply Chain. Report no. 978-90-71284-41-0. FinnWatch, GErmanWatch, 

FairTrade Center & Centre for Research on Multinational Corporations (SOMO). Centre for Research 

on Multinational Corporations (SOMO), 2009. 

• ITUC, CS GB. Samsung - Modern Tech, Medieval Conditions, ITUC End Corporate Greed Campaign 

2016. Report no. D/2016/11.962/26. International Trade Union Confederation and IndustriAll Global 

Union. Sharan Burrow, General Secretary, End Corporate GREED, 2016. 

Structure of mobile phone use 

 

 

10% to 20% is glass and ceramic; 30% to 

50% is plastic and other synthetic materials, 

and 40% to 60% is metal. Also illustrates the 

percentages of different groups of metals: 

80% to 85% of the metals are ferrous and 

non-ferrous: copper, aluminium, zinc, tin, 

chrome, nickel etc.; 0.5% are precious 

metals: gold, silver, platinum, palladium etc.; 

0.1% are rare earth metals and special 

metals: europium, yttrium, terbium, gallium, 

tungsten, indium, tantalum etc.; and 15% to 

20% are other materials: magnesium; 

carbon, cobalt, lithium etc 
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Mobile phone use has an environmental impact but also a social and health impact. Robins des Toits, an 

association fighting potentially dangerous wireless technologies (Linky meters, 5G)  has highlighted the 

potential risks of radio waves to the consumer and also the toxic nature of phone components. In social 

terms, more and more agencies highlight the risks posed to the personal data of users.  

 

The recycling of smartphones also presents numerous problems. Mobile phones are not designed to be 

recycled (batteries glued or soldered, no spare parts, use of proprietary operating systems etc.) Only 

circuit boards and screens can be recycled to recover precious metals. At the same time, miniaturisation, 

which is done to enable the phone to perform more functions while being able to be held in the palm of 

the hand, demands the use of tiny quantities of each metal, which in turn means that it is extremely 

difficult to separate out those metals at the end-of-life stage. This acts as a break on recovery and 

recycling. 

 

 Recycling is a particularly complex process that is divided into seven stages:  

• The collection of end-of-life mobile phones by eco groups, phone shops and waste disposal 
centres which then take them to treatment facilities.  

• The sorting of circuit board, shell and other components. 

• The separation by heat treatment of precious metal (silver, gold, copper, platinum etc.) and 
pollutants (arsenic, nickel). 

• The grinding of the precious metals into black powder that is then placed in an oven at 900C°. 

• The separation of the metals in chemical baths, though not all the metal can be separated this 
way (some rare metals that are used in very small quantities are absorbed in more dominant 
metals, which means a write-off of these raw materials). 

 It is currently much more expensive for a company to recycle a mobile phone or use recycled materials 

than to use unearthed virgin raw materials. Indeed, there are significant fixed costs with regard to R&D 

and procurement of recycled materials. Procurement is very irregular because of the frequent changes 

to product design and technology. Currently the mobile phone recycling business is in a financial dead 

end.  Price speculation and price fluctuation of ‘virgin metals’ further reduce the productivity of recycling.  

Finally, in the almost complete absence of environmental and social standards in countries where rare 

earth metals are extracted, the resulting dumping of exports encourages the side-lining of recycling. 

• ADEME (French Energy and Environment Management Agency. Les Impacts Du Smartphone : 

Un Téléphone Pas Si "smart" Pour L'environnement. France Nature Environnement [French 

federation of associations for the protection of nature and the environment] France, 2018.  

• Liste Des Possibles Cancérogènes Du Groupe 2B Du CIRC - OMS - 03/06/2011. [IARC-WHO list 

of possible Group 2B carcinogens] Robin Des Toits [French national association for wireless 

technology health safety ] .  
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Environmental impacts 

➔ 

The principal environmental effect of mobile phone use is due to the energy consumed by recharging 

and connecting to the phone networks.  

Another aspect has likewise a severe environmental impact: shipments of end-of-life devices which are 

sent to developing countries to be recycled and re-used. But this “humanitarian” gesture contributes to 

the development of the illegal traffic of electronic or e-waste. The devices are then dumped and burned 

in villages referred to as “electronic dustbins”. This activity destroys ecosystems and pollutes water and 

the water-table as well as soil. 

To address this issue, the Basel Convention was signed in 1989 to control the export of hazardous wastes 

internationally and specifically to prevent the transfer of hazardous waste to developed countries.   

Cozima Danonitzer has demonstrated in her two documentaries Prêt-à-jeter – L’obsolescence 

programmée  [The light bulb conspiracy] (2011) et La tragédie électronique [The e-waste tragedy](2015), 

the lack of implementation of this convention, in particular the inadequacy of resources allocated to 

European customs authorities to control the global movement of hazardous wastes.  

• Charbuillet, Carole. "Quel Est L’impact Environnemental D’un Téléphone Portable ?” [What is 

the environmental impact of a mobile phone?] Compiled by Audrey Dufour. La Croix, February 

06, 2017.  

• Danonitzer, Cozima Prêt-à-jeter – L’obsolescence programmée [The light bulb conspiracy] , 

2011. 

• Danonitzer, Cozima La tragédie électronique, [The e-waste tragedy], 2015. 

 

Social impacts 

➔ 

The social impact of recycling is very significant when happening in the Global South. The scrap 

merchants of high-tech, especially in India, work in conditions that are very dangerous to their health. 

They dismantle mobile phones to recover the metal (e.g. copper wire) and then process it for resale. At 

global level, electronic waste is still mainly dumped in the poorest countries, notably Nigeria and Ghana 

but also China. 

An additional impact : Mobile phone manufacturing is closely connected to the companies who produce 

the operating systems of smartphones and who have often been condemned regarding the lack of 

protection of the personal data of users.  
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• Grallet, Guillaume, “Les ferrailleurs du high-tech” [High-tech scrap merchants] L’express 25 

April 2005.  

• Leblanc, Rick, “E-waste Recycling Facts and Figures” The Balance Small Business. 15 March 

2018 https://www.thebalancesmb.com/e-waste-recycling-facts-and-figures-2878189 

• Leblanc, Rick, “E-waste and the Importance of Electronics Recycling” The Balance Small 

Business. 01 July 2017. https://www.thebalancesmb.com/e-waste-and-the-importance-of-

electronics-recycling-2877783  

• All Green, « The Smartphone E-waste Epidemic » 2014  

https://allgreenrecycling.com/smartphone-e-waste-epidemic/ 

 

Health impacts 

The user may suffer effects from radio waves due to the toxicity of component materials of mobile phones.  

Although there is still debate about the health consequences for the user (BioInitiative) most of the 

international community accept that mobile phones have some direct health impact.  

Some NGOs such as Greenpeace and BioInitiative condemn the long-term effects of mobile phones that 

could be related to physiological disturbances (protein expression and membrane regulation), DNA 

sequence alterations, or to the triggering of leukaemia and childhood cancers. The WHO has also classed 

GSM and WiFi-type electromagnetic waves as possible carcinogens (Robin des Toits). Finally, exposure 

to, and daily burning of toxic substances can lead to nerve, blood and reproductive damage, as well as 

severe respiratory, cardiovascular and dermatological problems (Brigden, p.8). 

 

• Brigden, Kevin, Iryna Labunska, David Santillo, and Paul Johnston. Chemical Contamination at 

E-waste Recycling and Disposal Sites in Accra and Korforidua, Ghana. Technical paper. 

Research Laboratories, Greenpeace. 2008. 

• Sage, Cindy, and David O. Carpenter, eds. A Rationale for a Biologically-based Public Exposure 

Standard for Electromagnetic Fields. Report. BioInitiative. 2012. 

• Liste Des Possibles Cancérogènes Du Groupe 2B Du CIRC - OMS - 03/06/2011.” [IARC-WHO 

list of possible Group 2B carcinogens] Robin Des Toits [French national association for wireless 

technology health safety ] . 

• Danonitzer, Cozima La tragédie électronique [The E-waste tragedy], 2015. 

National regulatory framework in France 

In France the law regarding the duty of care of parent companies for sub-contracted providers requires 

such companies to create a “vigilance” plan that should be made public.  According to the first clause of 

the law the plan must include measures “of due diligence sufficient to identify and warn against serious 

harm with regard to human rights, fundamental liberty, the health and safety of people as well as of the 

environment” 

https://www.thebalancesmb.com/e-waste-recycling-facts-and-figures-2878189
https://www.thebalancesmb.com/e-waste-and-the-importance-of-electronics-recycling-2877783
https://www.thebalancesmb.com/e-waste-and-the-importance-of-electronics-recycling-2877783
https://allgreenrecycling.com/smartphone-e-waste-epidemic/
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In passing this legislation, France became the first country to establish a duty of care that requires 

companies to respect social and environmental standards in the context of their activities.  However, this 

law only applies to publicly listed companies with at least 5,000 employees in France, in the enterprise 

itself or in their subsidiaries, or at least 10,000 employees worldwide. As a result, multinationals in 

electronics are most often not subject to the duty of care law. The parent companies of Apple, Amazon 

or Samsung do not engage 5,000 employees in France. For example, Apple employs approximately 

2,000 employees while the rest of the employees work for franchises. According to Friends of the Earth 

France, if the terms of the law were interpreted taking into account subsidiaries or distributors then this 

legal framework could be applied to these multinationals. This law is therefore an imperfect tool, but one 

which the NGO can still make us of. Depending on the judge's interpretation, the NGO could be able to 

assess the scope and effectiveness of this law. 

Other countries had previously taken similar initiatives (for example in the “Modern Slavery Act” in the 

UK) but without imposing a regime of systematic sanctions.   

Regarding the smartphone business in particular, companies pay an eco-contribution of 5 cents for taking 
charge of the recycling and end-of-life of used devices. This is among the weakest of eco-contributions, 
equalling about 0.007% of the average price of electronic items. According to the bill proposing legislation 
on the Circular Economy and the Optimum Management of Waste, with respect to electrical and 
electronic equipment, from 1st January 2021, “for certain categories of spare parts, staff dealing with the 
maintenance and repair of electrical and electronic equipment must offer consumers parts deriving from 
the circular economy in place of new parts “. 

There is hardly any regulatory framework specific to the mobile phone sector in France currently.  

 

EU regulatory framework 

Directive 2008/98/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 November 2008 gave effect 

to regulations that cover the design of electrical and electronic products.  Currently smartphones are not 

covered by such regulation, a fact that Friends of the Earth France strongly criticised in a recent 

campaign. Due to the fact that the design of smartphones changes faster than the regulations, the 

European Commission has abandoned its attempts to play a regulatory role in this area. Indeed, in order 

to formulate a relevant regulation, the European Commission would need critical reports on current bad 

practices. However, the realization of these reports requires at least 4 years of work and requires the 

consolidation of scientific evidence. The writing of this type of report is often only possible thanks to 

financing by multinationals, who have no interest in doing so. For these reasons, regulating such a market 

is very difficult for the European Commission. Nevertheless, Friends of the Earth France continues to 

support this Directive. They work with the objective not only to observe and highlight current bad practices 

but also to try to set a framework for innovation in order to design a model that could be applied throughout 

the European Union.1 

Directive 2011/65/EU  of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2011 concerns the 

restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment. It establishes 

a list of substances the use of which in the manufacture of mobile phones is banned, principally because 

of their proven danger to human health, and to workplace and environmental health. 

 

1 https://www.amisdelaterre.org/Lettre-ouverte-a-Jean-Claude-Juncker-la-Commission-doit-reguler-les-Smartphones.html 
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As for Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 

2006, it concerns the registration, evaluation and authorisation of chemicals as well as the restrictions 

applicable to these substances.  It established a European chemicals agency. It requires mobile phone 

manufacturers to inform consumers of significant concentrations in their phones of materials hazardous 

to health and the environment.    

The Directive 2012/19/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2012 deals with waste 

electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE). It requires producers of electronic appliances to treat waste 

appliances in as ecological a manner as possible while they are being disposed of.   

The Regulation (EU) 2017/821 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 May 2017 lays down 

supply chain due diligence obligations for EU importers of conflict minerals. It includes an obligation on 

EU companies to ensure that such minerals and metals only come from responsible sources.  It is vital 

to advocate that the EU defines “responsible sources” more precisely, and puts measures in place that 

guarantee that metals used by EU multinationals are not only “conflict-free” but also are extracted in 

conditions that are decent for workers; and that such measures take into account the sharing of the value 

created in the production enterprise.  

International regulatory framework 

The eight fundamental conventions established by the International Labour Organisation apply to workers 

in the mobile phone production chain.  For example, the DRC is a party to Convention No. 182,  Worst 

Forms of Child Labour Convention, requiring governments to  prohibit and eliminate the worst forms of 

child labour. It is principally concerned with work “which, by its nature or the circumstances in which it is 

carried out, is likely to harm the health, safety or morals of children” (Convention N°182). 

The United Nations has likewise created a Convention on the Rights of the Child. The United Nations 

Development Programme also carries out research on toxic waste in working conditions and their health 

consequences.  

The Basel Convention that came into force in 1992, prohibits all export of waste containing toxic 

substances to developing countries.   

In 2011, the United Nations adopted a set of guiding principles on business and human rights. With these 

principles the aim is that they should apply in cases of legal conflict with national standards.  

More recently, several international NGOs such as Friends of the Earth France are actively supporting 

the draft UN international treaty to impose corporate obligations on human rights (the Zero Draft Treaty). 

This regulation would be the only way to improve the regulation of the sector in the long term. 

Nevertheless, Friends of the Earth highlight that the regional and international legislative frameworks are 

rather limited and slow to implement and are therefore not to be prioritised over other relevant actions. 

• Bernard, Antoine, Isabelle Brachet, and Elin Wrzoncki. China’s workers are calling for change: 

What role should brands play? Report no.  ISSN 2225-1804  International Federation for Human 

Rights (FIDH) in collaboration with the China Labour Bulletin (CLB). Souhayr Belhassen, 2013. 
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• Guiding principles on business and human rights Report no. HR/PUB/11/4. UN Refugee Agency 
[incorrect attribution; it should be : United Nations Commission on Human Rights ] New York 
and Geneva United Nations, 2011. 

• Friends of the Earth, Lettre ouverte à Jean-Claude Juncker : la Commission doit réguler les 
Smartphones, rapidement ! [Open Letter To President Juncker: the Commission should rapidly 
regulate smartphones] 2018. 
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Alternatives at the national level 

Enabling and strengthening collective grass-root organisations can lead to significant positive impacts. 

For example, Chinese workers demonstrations in 2007 led to an increase in the minimum salary, health 

and safety improvements, payment of overtime as well as improved living conditions in working areas. 

Communication channels were put in place to improve relations at work, by using, for example, social 

protection committees for workers (Bernard, Brachet, and Wrzoncki, 2013).  

Unfortunately, the effects of these improvements are often offset by the increase in the cost of living and 

other areas need further attention like the instauration of public health insurance systems and support in 

case of unemployment and maternity (which are for example still lacking in China). 

 

Alternatives at the multinational level 

Collective initiatives have been undertaken to establish the origin of the different components of mobile 

phones. For example, the Conflict-Free Sourcing Initiative is a major industry initiative on conflict minerals 

that brings together 120 companies in seven different industries lead by the Electronic Industry 

Citizenship Coalition and the Global e-Sustainability Initiative with the aim of certifying the absence of 

conflict minerals in the supply chains of members, in particular foundries and refineries. Such initiatives 

are critical to enable the traceability of rare earth metals so as to identify the exact mines where the 

metals are extracted. It is likewise important to publicise the (non)-payment of public taxes which deprive 

countries such as the DRC of annual income for health and fight against poverty and unemployment that 

cascade even to artisanal miners.   

Some companies have launched initiatives to improve the social standards in the sector, but 

independent studies have not demonstrated significant impacts. For example, according to a report 

by makeITfair in 2009, Nokia, Samsung, Motorola and LG Electronics decided to carry out an audit to 

examine working conditions and put in place corrective action plans (Nordbrand et De Hann, 2009, p.23). 

Nokia has committed to a more peaceful extraction regime by certifying that it no longer produces mobile 

phones whose materials derive from illegal coltran mines controlled by Congolese militants. However, 

the official state-controlled mines do not guarantee decent working conditions in terms of remuneration 

and in particular of the safety for workers.  

Another initiative, Fairphone, aims to manufacture a mobile phone made of less toxic materials, with 

recyclable components while providing better working conditions for miners and other workers as well as 

a fairer distribution of benefits in the value chain. In 2016 Fairphone confirmed that its supply chains were 

using Rwandan tungsten that was not linked to a conflict situation. The company acknowledged that it 

was extremely difficult to obtain certification for certain rare earth metals such as neodymium and lithium 

and that only 2/3 of the materials sourced by the company were completely traceable.  

• Nordbrand, Sara, and Esther De Haan. Mobile Phone Production in China – a Follow-up Report on 

Two Suppliers in Guangdong. Report no. 978-90-71284-47-2. Centre for Research on Multinational 

Corporations (SOMO) & SwedWatch. 2009.  

• Cooper, Daniel. "You Can’t Buy an Ethical Smartphone Today Conscious Consumption Is Hard to 

Apply to Consumer Electronics." Engadget, June 02, 2018.  
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• Cook, Gary, and Elizabeth Jardim. Guide to Greener Electronics. Report. Edited by Nancy Bach. 

Greenpeace France. Washington, USA, 2017. 

• Isabelle Brachet, Elin Wrzoncki with the participation of Jason Law and Bill Taylor 

 China’s workers are calling for change: What role should brands play?  Report no. ISSN 2225-1804.  

FIDH (International Federation for Human Rights) in collaboration with China Labour Bulletin (CLB). 

Souhayr Belhassen, 2013. 

 

Recommendation regarding mobile phone manufacturing 

The International Labour Organisation’s Recommendation No. 190 provides directives to states party to 

its conventions, to determine what types of work are dangerous to the health, safety and morals of 

children.  For example, work that exposes children to physical, psychological or sexual mistreatment, or 

work underground, underwater, at dangerous heights, or in confined spaces. It is vital that new measures 

are devised to guarantee respect for the ILO’s standards.  

The European Chemicals Agency advises the carrying of protective equipment to prevent contact with 

minerals and dust inhalation (ECHA).  

Friends of the Earth France recommends that the EU impose standards on design to prolong the life of 

smartphones, and the inclusion of recycled raw materials in smartphones so as to lessen demand for 

such materials. 

The SOMO NGO calls attention to the necessity to progressively eliminate hazardous chemical 

substances, as well as reduce polluting substances, the amount of energy and of water used in the 

manufacturing of mobile phones. SOMO proposes the creation of - or participation in - projects on the 

tracing of minerals, sustainable mining of other minerals and responsible supply of minerals linked to 

conflict zones.  

Friends of the Earth France supports a project to regulate the prices of raw materials and advocates for 

the decrease of the consumption of electronic products, seen as one of the only ways to to meet the 

obligations of international climate agreements. To do this, Friends of the Earth advocates for finding a 

way to force multinationals to reduce their offers so that consumers subsequently reduce their demand. 

The idea would be to put in place some kind of production quotas. According to them, the ideal would be, 

for example, to draft a treaty that would aim to increase the price of raw resources that seriously affect 

the environment by creating a tax on the raw material or by setting quotas or floor prices on importing 

and exporting countries. This seems very ambitious because of the resistance of some governments and 

lobbies. For this reason, bilateral agreements or company agreements seem more feasible in the short 

term. Today, Apple may be ready to change its mode of production while Samsung and other 

manufacturers do not pay much attention. 

Recommendation regarding mobile phone use 

According to the report Un Téléphone Pas Si "smart" Pour L'environnement [Not such a ‘smart’ phone 

for the environment] of France Nature Environment [French federation of associations for the protection 

of nature and the environment], it is better to use and look after our mobile phones to avoid up to 40% of 
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breakages (page 6). FNE thus recommends protecting our mobile phones with a cover and a protective 

film for the screen and conducting other actions to promote energy economy like resting it after prolonged 

usage, charging it before the battery is dead and avoiding charging it too frequently.  

Recommendation regarding e-waste trade 

Greenpeace encourages producing companies to assume financial responsibility for the management of 

their obsolete appliances. For example, Sony recovers and recycles 53% of its used appliances.  

Likewise, every country needs to be encouraged to implement severely restrictive legislation on the 

management of e-waste and to strengthen the powers delegated to customs authorities.  

Friends of the Earth also encourage the use of a part of the eco-contribution to pay for the setup of waste 

treatment facilities in affected countries, to establish mandatory regulations for the recycling of metals at 

the national and European levels and to create sinking funds of recycled raw materials. 

Friends of the Earth has expressed its unease at the priority given to the resurgence of extractive activities 

of minerals instead of reducing resource consumption and promoting recycling. It considers that instead 

of correcting the market rules, national politicians, especially those in France, support the extraction of 

new resources (Lecomte et Wittman, 2016).  

• Cobalt and you: Working with cobalt – are you at risk? Cobalt : Guidance on safe use & The Health 

and Safety Executive (HSE), UK, The European Chemicals Agency (ECHA)  

• Van Huijstee, Mariëtte, Esther De Haan, Paivi Poyhonen, Cornelia Heydenreich, and Christopher 

Riddselius. Fair Phones: It’s Your Call How European Mobile Network Operators Can Improve 

Responsibility for Their Supply Chain. Report no. 978-90-71284-41-0. FinnWatch, GermanWatch, 

FairTrade Center & Centre for Research on Multinational Corporations (SOMO). Centre for Research 

on Multinational Corporations (SOMO), 2009. 

• Les Impacts Du Smartphone : Un Téléphone Pas Si "smart" Pour L'environnement. [The impacts of 

the smartphone: not such a ‘smart’ phone for the environment] Report no. ISBN 979-10-297-0905-0. 

ADEME (French Energy and Environment Management Agency) and France Nature Environment 

[French federation of associations for the protection of nature and the environment] France, 2018.  

• Lecomte, Camille, and Anne-Laure Wittmann. LES DESSOUS DU RECYCLAGE : 10 ANS DE SUIVI 

De La Filière Des Déchets électriques Et électroniques En France. [The dark side of recycling: 10 

years of following the trail of electrical and electronic waste in France] Report. Friends of the Earth 

France 2016. 


